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Hold for Now on 
Mixed Signals 
 

Stock prices moved substantially 
higher during the past few 
months, with the S&P 500 Index 
breaking above two key price-
resistance levels between early  

January and mid-February, as economic conditions 
and business activity in most regions of the world 
improved considerably. 
 
With leading economic indicators, on average, for 
the United States, Europe, and the world’s major 
emerging economies of China, Brazil, and India 
pointing to a continuation of the recent rebound in 
economic activity, I expect stock prices to continue 
to trend higher during the months ahead. 
 
However, statistics that reveal the internal trading 
action in the financial markets suggest that stocks 
are due for a pullback during the coming weeks. 
 
The fact that most foreign stock market indices ran 
into another area of resistance last week, and that 
price-momentum statistics indicate that stocks are 
currently near substantial overbought levels, also 
suggest that stocks are due for a near-term 
pullback. Yet, indicators of investors’ perceptions 
suggest that stocks might continue to move higher. 
 
Those mixed signals suggest that now is a time for 
investors to hold onto previously purchased stocks 
and equity ETFs instead of adding to or selling  
one’s equity positions. 
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Frazier Buy-Sell Index
and the Performance of the S&P 500 Index
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The Frazier Core Investment Portfolio
(Hypothetical $10,000 Investment)
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As I mentioned above, economic activity in most 
regions of the world improved considerably during 
the past few months, with the United States leading 
the way. 
 
The United States 
 
U.S. industrial output rose during each of the past 
ten months, while service sector sales rose sharply 
during the three months ended February 29, 2012. 
 
Although the rate of increase in personal 
consumption expenditures slowed from October 
2011 through January of this year, Americans 
nonetheless continued to increase their purchases 
of a broad array of household goods and services. 
For example, during each of the past two months 
American households increased their purchases of 
automobiles, clothing and sporting goods, and they 
spent substantially more money at restaurants 
during January and February. 
 

Meanwhile, the U.S. housing market showed signs 
of a sustainable recovery, with the construction of 
new homes, which is a very significant leading 
economic indicator, trending higher over the nine 
months ended January 31, 2012 (the latest month 
for which data is currently available) and sales of 
both newly-constructed and previously owned 
homes rising over the past six months. 
 
The fact that contracts to purchase homes rose 
sharply over the past four months, while an 
increasing number of prospective homebuyers 
expressed interest in buying a home during that 
same period, indicates that sales of homes will 
continue to increase during at least the next few 
months. 

That would be a very positive development, if it 
were to occur, because overall economic conditions 
and business activity in the United States tends to 
move in the same direction as home sales. 
 

Europe 
 
Although the pace of economic growth in the 
Eurozone slowed considerably over the past three 
quarters, the overall business environment in 
certain key regions of Europe improved during each 
of the past four months. Meanwhile, sales at 
European retail stores, and industrial production at 
European factories, mines, and utilities, appear to 
have bottomed during December 2011. 
 
With the economic expectations of corporate 
executives in Germany – Europe’s largest economy 
– rising sharply over the past four months, and 
analysts at German financial institutions expecting 
the Eurozone economy to improve considerably 
over the next six months, there’s a good chance 
that economic conditions and business activity in 
Europe will continue to improve during the months 
ahead. 
 
In addition to the two leading economic indicators 
mentioned above, three other important leading 
economic indicators also moved higher during the 
past few months. Specifically, the expectations of 
European households regarding the future direction 
of the Eurozone economy and the Conference 
Board’s index of leading economic indicators for the 
17-nation Eurozone rose during each of the past 
two months. Meanwhile, the economic expectations 
of purchasing managers at European 
manufacturing companies rose during February for 
the third consecutive month. 
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Major Economic Developments 

S&P 500 Index vs. Real Retail and Food Service Sales
(Sources of Data: Standard & Poor's; Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis)
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S&P 500 Index vs. NAHB Housing Market Index
(Source of Data: Standard & Poor's; National Association of Home Builders)
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Historically, the pace of economic growth in Europe 
has risen following upward movements in those 
leading economic indicators. 
 
 
China, Brazil and India 
 
As a result of central banks in China, India and 
Brazil raising lending rates numerous times during 
2011 in an effort to stave off inflationary pressures 
there, the pace of economic growth in those 
countries slowed during the past few quarters. 
 
However, industrial production and sales at retail 
stores in those countries rose during January, the 
latest month for which data is currently available, in 
spite of the substantial increases in borrowing rates 
during 2011. 
 
Looking forward, I expect industrial production and 
retail sales in those emerging markets to continue 
to trend higher during the months ahead. I also 
expect the overall pace of economic growth in 
those countries to expand during the coming 
months. That’s because some key leading 
economic indicators for those countries turned 
higher during the past few months. 
 
For example, purchasing managers at 
manufacturing companies in China, India and Brazil 
stated during the past few months that they expect 
manufacturing output in their respective countries 
to increase over the near-term. 

 
Meanwhile, the economic expectations of Chinese 
and Brazilian households regarding the future 
direction of those countries’ economies rose during 
the past few months, as inflation rates there fell 
sharply and the employment situation improved 
considerably. (India’s household inflation rate also 
declined sharply over the past few months). 

Because of the sharp drop in inflation rates in those 
major emerging markets, central banks in those 
countries, as well as in numerous other countries 
around the globe, are now in a position to lower 
lending rates and to implement other measures to 
stimulate economic growth. 
 

 
Brazil’s central bank has already lowered its key 
lending rate five times since August 2011, and 
China’s central bank has lowered the amount of 
money that commercial banks there must maintain 
at the People's Bank of China (“PBOC”) twice since 
early December 2011. 
 
I expect the PBOC and India’s central bank to lower 
their key lending rates within the next two months. 
If that were to occur, stock prices in China and 
India would likely resume their recent advances. 
 
However, the recent political tensions in the Middle 
East, and a continuation of any uncertainty 
regarding the ongoing sovereign debt problems in 
Europe could, at any time, lead to a sharp downturn 
in the economic expectations of households and 
business owners throughout the world, and 
therefore derail the positive developments 
mentioned above. (See page 5). 

S&P 500 Index vs. China Purchasing Managers' Index
Past 5 Years

(Sources of Data: Standard & Poor's; xxx)
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Household Inflation Rates for China, India and Brazil
(Source of Data: Bloomberg)
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Recent Downturn in Some Key 
Economic Indicators 
 
Although the factors and developments discussed 
above suggest that economic conditions and the 
pace of economic growth throughout most regions 
of the world will improve over the next several 
months, the recent readings on some key leading 
economic indicators for the United States suggest 
that the U.S. economy will continue to grow at a 
modest pace during the months ahead. 
 
For example, recent orders for durable goods (such 
as furniture, household entertainment equipment, 
and business machinery) indicate that U.S. retailers 
are either currently fully stocked with such goods 
and/or that they think the demand for those goods 
will decline over the next couple of months. 
 

Meanwhile, U.S. businesses reduced their 
purchase of manufacturing equipment during 
January, the latest month of which data is currently 
available, after substantially increasing their 
investments in those goods between March and 
December of 2011. 
 

 

With purchasing managers at U.S. industrial 
companies expecting the demand for manufactured 
goods to decline this month, there’s a good chance 
that economic activity in the industrial sector of the 
U.S. economy will slow over the near-term, after 
rising sharply between last November and February 
of this year. 
 
The Employment Situation 
 
Meanwhile, some significant employment statistics 
indicate that the employment situation in the U.S. 
will remain weak, and potentially deteriorate, during 
the coming months. 
 
For example, the Conference Board announced on 
March 5 that U.S. employers posted 35 percent 
fewer jobs on online employment sites during 
February than they did during the previous month. 
Separately, global outplacement firm Challenger, 
Gray & Christmas reported on March 8 that its 
February survey of U.S. employers revealed that 
those employers plan to reduce the sizes of their 
workforces during the next few months. That’s the 
third month in a row that employers said they plan 
to terminate more employees than they hire. 

Of utmost concern, the National Federation of 
Independent Business (“NFIB”), which represents 
small business owners in the United States, 
announced on March 13 that the percent of small 
business owners that plan to create new jobs 
during the next three months declined for the third 
consecutive month. That’s a very significant 
development because small businesses account for 
approximately 65 percent of all new jobs created in 
the United sates. According to the NFIB, small 
business owners also became more pessimistic 
during February in regard to their outlook for 
business conditions. 
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Change in Non-Farm Payrolls vs. Net Planned Hirings
(Sources of Data: U.S. Department of Labor; Challenger, Gray & Christmas)
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S&P 500 Index vs. New Orders for Durable Goods
(Sources of Data: Standard & Poor's; U.S. Department of Commerce)
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S&P 500 Index vs. Non-Defense Capital Goods Orders
(Sources of Data: Standard & Poor's; U.S. Department of Commerce)
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In addition to the negative developments mentioned 
above, continued uncertainty regarding the 
sovereign debt situation in Europe and recent 
developments regarding Iran’s nuclear program will 
likely weigh on the near-term direction of stock 
prices. 
 
The European Debt Situation 
 
On a positive note, the European Central Bank and 
government officials in Eurozone countries appear 
to be determined to retain the euro as Europe’s 
common currency and to stop Greece from 
defaulting on its debt. 
 
In the latest round of meetings to secure additional 
funding for Greece, 86 percent of Greece’s 
sovereign debt holders had agreed, as of March 12, 
to participate in a bond swap deal that would 
reduce Greece’s national debt by approximately 
107 billion euros ($132 billion). 
 
In regard to that bond swap proposal, Greece’s 
Prime Minister said that he would use legislative 
action to force other holders of the country’s debt to 
participate in the bond swap, thereby ensuring that 
Greece will receive another round of funding from 
the European Union and the International Monetary 
Fund. That agreement follows a deal made on 
February 21, whereby European finance ministers 
and other government officials agreed to provide up 
to 130 billion euros ($171.9 billion) of financial aid 
to Greece through the end of 2013. 
 
Meanwhile, government officials in Italy have 
proposed measures to substantially reduce that 
country’s debt, with Italy’s Prime Minister asking his 
country’s parliament on December 5, 2011 to 
support a 30 billion-euro ($40 billion) package of 
austerity and growth measures to trim Italy’s debt. 
 
 
Recent Developments Concerning Iran’s 
Nuclear Program 
 
In regard to Iran’s decision to continually ignore 
requests by the United States and Western 
European countries to cease its nuclear program, 
tensions between the West and Iran escalated 
during the past few months. For example, Iran 
threatened on December 28, 2011 to block oil 
vessels from exiting the Strait of Hormuz, where 
approximately 25 percent of the world’s oil supply 

passes, if the United States and Western European 
countries impose more sanctions against the 
country. Specifically, Iran’s Vice-President said on 
that day that “not a drop of oil will pass through the 
Strait of Hormuz" if more sanctions are imposed. A 
senior member of Iran's parliament reiterated that 
threat on January 23, saying, "If any disruption 
happens regarding the sale of Iranian oil, the Strait 
of Hormuz will definitely be closed." 
 
In response to those threats, the U.S. Navy’s Chief 
of Naval Operations told the U.S. Senate Armed 
Services Committee on March 15 that the Navy is 
preparing to send four additional mine 
countermeasure ships, as well as additional 
airborne mine countermeasure helicopters, to the 
Strait of Hormuz. Those ships and helicopters will 
join three other Navy ships that are already 
deployed in the Persian Gulf to patrol the strait. 
 
Separately, the European Union Announced on 
March 15 that the world’s largest interbank transfer 
network – the Society for Worldwide Interbank 
Financial Telecommunication (“SWIFT”) – will no 
longer handle transactions by Iranian banks 
blacklisted by the European Union. Those actions  
will prevent Iran from conducting international trade 
via conventional methods. 
 
Although some investors are concerned that the 
price of crude oil might rise sharply in the event of 
military actions against Iran, my research indicates 
that crude oil prices would likely fall back to their 
current levels within a few days if those prices were 
to spike higher immediately after any such actions. 
 
For example, Saudi Arabia’s Oil Minister pledged 
on March 14 that his country would increase its 
daily production of crude oil to replace any potential 
shortfalls that might occur in response to western 
nation conflicts with Iran. Separately, military 
analysts claim that the U.S. Navy has the capability 
to clear the Strait of Hormuz of any mines that 
might be placed in the strait by Iran’s military within 
a  24-48 hour period, meaning that crude oil 
supplies from the Persian Gulf would not be 
significantly disrupted. 
 
Hence, my experience suggests that you should 
treat most of the news concerning Iran as nothing 
more than “noise” – as inconsequential 
developments in regard to the likely direction and 
value of your investment portfolio. 

Geopolitical Factors 
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While the fundamental factors and developments 
discussed on pages 1 - 4 of this report suggest, on 
average, that stock prices will trend higher over at 
least the next few months, the recent trading action 
in the U.S. stock market, as well as in most foreign 
stock markets, indicates that stock prices, in 
general, will likely pull back modestly during the 
next couple of weeks. 
 
For example, the Chicago Options Board Volatility 
Index (VIX) has fallen to a level that, historically, 
indicates that stock market participants have 
become too complacent in regard to their stock 
holdings, and that short-term traders will 
immediately sell their stock positions in the event of 
any perceived (or actual) bad news. 
 

 
Meanwhile, the percent of NYSE-traded stocks that 
are currently above their 200-day moving average 
is currently at a level that, historically, has preceded 
stock market pullbacks. 
 
In addition, the number of NYSE-stocks that have 
risen to new 52-week highs, less those that have 
fallen to new 52-week lows, is also at a level that 
tends to precede declines in stock prices. 
 
Lastly, price-momentum statistics indicate that 
stocks have risen to substantial overbought territory 
and that stock prices, in general, will therefore pull 
back within the next two weeks. (See the chart in 
the upper right corner of this page). 
 
Yet, variables that reveal investors’ perceptions 
regarding the future direction of stocks suggest that 
stock prices might continue to move higher over the 
near-term. For example, high-relative-price-strength 
stocks – stocks of companies that have 
substantially outperformed most other stocks since 

the beginning of the current bull market – broke 
above a major price-resistance level on March 9 
and continued to move higher through yesterday’s 
close (last Friday’s close). 

 
Meanwhile, mutual fund investors, in the aggregate, 
added to their stock portfolios during February for 
the first time since April 2011. 
 
Separately, the readings on my proprietary Tactical 
Asset & Sector Allocation Model and associated 
Buy-Sell Index, which have correctly forecast every 
major turning point in the U.S. stock market since 
1969, are still in positive territory. 
 
As I mentioned on page 1 of this edition of our 
monthly newsletter, the mixed economic, 
geopolitical, and stock market internals discussed 
in this report suggest that now is a time to hold onto 
your previously purchased stocks and equity ETFs 
rather than adding to or selling those positions. 
 
In the section below, I discuss my recommended 
securities and our model portfolios.

Technical Indicators and Near-Term Outlook 
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Frazier Stock High-Relative-Price-Strength Index
Performance of 58 Leading Growth / Cyclical Stocks Since Stock Market Bottom on March 9, 2009

(Source of Data: Worden Brothers, Inc.)
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Frazier Overbought-Oversold Index
(Sources of Data: Standard & Poor's; Worden Brothers)
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Core Investment Portfolio 
 
Our Core Investment Portfolio has performed very 
well since the time that I advised investors who 
follow that portfolio’s recommendations to re-enter 
the stock market on December 1, 2011, after 
advising them to get completely out of stocks and 
to allocate 100 percent of their financial market 
assets to cash (i.e. money market securities) on 
July 7, 2011. 
 
With stocks of companies that operate in the 
financial sector outperforming stocks of companies 
that operate in all of the other major economic 
sectors since December 1, SPDR S&P Bank ETF 
(KBE) was our Core Investment Portfolio’s top-
performing security as of March 20, 2012. 
 
Select Sector SPDR-Technology (XLK) was that 
portfolio’s second-best performer, as stocks of 
companies that operate in the technology sector 
outperformed stocks in all sectors other than the 
financial sector from December 1, 2011 through 
March 20 of this year. 
 
Meanwhile, iShares Trust Dow Jones U.S. 
Industrial Sector Index Fund (IYJ) and Vanguard 
Small-Cap Growth ETF (VBK) also performed well 

over the past few months, as stock prices, in 
general, rose sharply between December 1, 2011 
and March 20, 2012. 
 
Although I expect the recommended holdings for 
my Core Investment Portfolio to continue to trend 
higher during the months ahead, all of those ETFs 
appeared to be extended in price and to be trading 
in substantial overbought territory as of the date of 
this report on March 20, 2012. Except for Select 
Sector SPDR-Technology, those ETFs are also 
currently trading near some major price-resistance 
levels. 
 
Those statistics suggest that KBE, XLK, IYK, and 
VBK are due for a pullback within the next couple of 
weeks. However, as I mentioned on page 6 of this 
report, stock market indicators that reveal investors’ 
perceptions regarding the future direction of stocks 
suggest that those ETFs might continue to move 
higher over the near-term. Therefore, I advise you 
to continue to hold each of those ETFs at this time. 
However, I urge you to check your email ever day 
during the next couple of weeks for potential trade 
alerts regarding those ETFs. 

 
 

As of March 20, 2012     Inception Date: September 18, 2007

The Frazier Core Investment Portfolio 

Security Name 
Ticker 

Symbol 
Initial 

Entry Date
Avg. Entry 

Price Dividends
Current 

Price 
% of 
Port. 

Total 
Return 

Current 
Advice 

SPDR S&P Bank ETF KBE 12/01/11 19.36 0.30 24.40 25% 27.6% Hold 

Select Sector SPDR-Technology XLK 12/01/11 25.89 0.21 30.07 25% 17.0%  
Hold 

iShares Trust Dow Jones U.S. 
Industrial Sector Index Fund IYJ 12/01/11 63.67 0.30 71.65 25% 13.0% Hold 

Vanguard Small-Cap Growth ETF VBK 12/01/11 77.47 0.41 86.60 25% 12.3% Hold 

Total Returns   2007 * 2008 2009 2010 2011 YTD 
Since 

Inception 
Core Investment Portfolio   5.8% -10.6% 18.4% 1.4% 3.7% 17.0% 37.6% 
S&P 500 Index   0.0% -37.0% 26.5% 15.1% 2.1% 12.3% 5.1% 

* Year 2007 performance results are for the period from the inception of the Core Portfolio on September 18, 2007 to December 31, 2007. (Note: 
The Frazier Core Investment Portfolio was known as The ETF Strategist Conservative Portfolio from 9/18/07 to 1/24/12. 
         
Our Core Investment Portfolio is structured for persons whose primary goal is to protect the value of their principal, with a 
secondary goal of generating returns in excess of broadly diversified investment portfolios over complete market cycles, meaning 
from the beginning of one bull market to the beginning of another bull market (or from the beginning of one bear market to the 
beginning of another bear market). 
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Speculative Portfolio 
 
After substantially outperforming the S&P 500 
Index during 2011, our Speculative Portfolio 
performed essentially in-line with that broad stock 
market index during January and February of this 
year, but then fell several percentage points behind 
the S&P 500 during the first three weeks of March 
as a result of that portfolio’s large cash position. 
However, our Speculative Portfolio has continued 
to substantially outperform the S&P 500 Index 
since its inception on October 29, 2010. 
 
With the recent trading action in both the U.S. stock 
market and most foreign stock markets indicating 
that stock prices, in general, are due for a pullback 
within the next two weeks, I expect our Speculative 
portfolio’s large cash position to aid its performance 
during the weeks ahead. 
 
I also expect our Speculative Portfolio to soon 
benefit from a potential continuation of the recent 
downturn in gold prices, with my research indicating 
that futures contracts on gold bullion will likely fall 
sharply in the event that the prices of those 
contracts break below their next level of support at 
around 1,650. 
 
In regard to my other recommended holdings, my 
research indicates that most of those stocks will 
continue to trend higher during the months ahead. I 
especially like what I see in our portfolio’s small-
cap, growth stock holdings in LivePerson (LPSN), 
Entropic Communications (ENTR), 
MercadoLibre (MELI), Focus Media (FMCN), and 
Jiayuan.com International (DATE), as well as our 
large-cap holdings in Ford (F), Citigroup (C), and 
JPMorgan Chase (JPM). However, if certain 

technical indicators that I monitor suggest that 
those stocks will pull back before moving higher, I 
might soon advise those of you who currently hold 
those stocks to sell your positions in those 
securities. 
 
Meanwhile, I’m closely monitoring the trading action 
in Tempur-Pedic International (TPX), as my 
research indicates that it’s currently trading at an 
extended level and is therefore due for a pullback. 
I’m also closely monitoring SodaStream 
International (SODA), OpenTable (OPEN), 
HomeAway (AWAY), and Travelzoo (TZOO), as 
my research suggests that the direction of those 
stocks over the next six months might be hampered 
by a potential deterioration in the employment 
market. 
  
Although the recent trading action in iGATE Corp. 
(IGTE) and MakeMyTrip (MMYT) indicates that 
those stocks will likely trade in a sideways pattern 
for several months, my outlook for the worldwide 
economy bodes well for the longer term direction of 
those stocks. Therefore, I’ll likely advise those of 
you who currently own those stocks to continue to 
hold them unless fundamental factors for those 
stocks’ underlying companies were to deteriorate. 
 
In the section below, I provide some important 
information on one of my favorite holdings, 
LivePerson (LPSN) and I tell you why I expect that 
company’s stock to perform well during the 
remainder of this year. In future editions of our 
monthly newsletter, I’ll discuss my other 
recommended positions. 

  
LivePerson (LPSN) 
 
LivePerson, Inc. (LPSN) provides online software applications that enable businesses to interact with their 
customers, in real time, via the internet. More than 8,500 companies, including Sears, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, 
Microsoft, Verizon, Walt Disney, and Orbitz, rely on LivePerson’s applications to develop favorable 
relationships with their customers. 
 
In response to the rapidly growing use of electronic mobile devices and online social networking sites, the 
company plans to expand its behavioral intelligence and data capabilities to provide additional services for 
businesses to connect with their customers. 
 
LivePerson has consistently grown its revenues and earnings since it went public on April 6, 2000, with its 
revenues rising to $133.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2011, from a mere $6.3 million at the end of 
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2000. Over the past two years, the company grew its earnings per diluted share at a rate of 12.5 percent and 
22.2 percent, respectively. 
 
With my research indicating that the U.S. economy will continue to expand at a healthy pace, and that the 
financial condition of American households, in the aggregate, will improve substantially over the next two 
years, I expect LivePerson’s revenues and earnings to continue to grow at a fast pace. 
 
Meanwhile, the company’s strong financial position, with its cash and marketable securities totaling to more 
than three times all of its financial obligations, would place LivePerson in a position to sustain any short-term 
deterioration in the economy and to acquire other companies that offer synergistic products and services. 
 
Because of the factors mentioned above, I expect LivePerson’s stock to move substantially higher than its 
current level over the next 12-18 months. Although, the recent trading action in LPSN indicates that it will pull 
back a bit within the next five days, I would likely advise our members to add to their holdings in LivePerson if 
the company’s stock were to fall back to a price-support area of around $15.50 on light trading volume and 
price-momentum indicators for that stock were to decline sharply. 
 

As of March 20, 2012      Inception Date: October 29, 2010

The Frazier Speculative Portfolio 

Security Name 
Ticker 

Symbol 
Initial 

Entry Date
Avg. Entry 

Price Dividends
Current 

Price 
% of 
Port. 

Total 
Return 

Current 
Advice 

Citigroup C 12/20/11 25.77 0.00 38.08 2% 47.8% Hold 
JPMorgan Chase JPM 12/20/11 31.88 0.00 45.38 2% 42.3% Hold 
LivePerson LPSN 11/16/11 12.45 0.00 16.65 3% 33.7% Hold 

Tempur-Pedic International TPX 11/16/11 65.47 0.00 82.60 2% 26.2% Monitor for 
Potential Sell 

Entropic Communications ENTR 11/16/11 5.00 0.00 6.27 3% 25.4% Monitor for 
Potential Buy 

Ford F 11/17/11 10.31 0.00 12.54 3% 21.7% Hold 
MercadoLibre MELI 12/21/11 82.95 0.00 97.29 2% 17.3% Hold 
Focus Media FMCN 11/16/11 24.48 0.00 28.58 2% 16.7% Hold 

SodaStream International SODA 11/11/11 31.78 0.00 36.50 3% 14.9% Monitor for 
Potential Sell 

OpenTable OPEN 11/16/11 38.74 0.00 40.00 2% 3.3% Monitor for 
Potential Sell 

PowerShares DB Gold Short ETF DGZ 05/11/11 13.13 0.00 12.10 30% -7.9% Hold 
iGATE Corp. IGTE 10/19/10 20.32 0.15 17.40 3% -13.6% Hold 
MakeMyTrip MMYT 11/11/11 27.92 0.00 23.07 3% -17.4% Hold 

HomeAway AWAY 10/06/11 34.21 0.00 25.15 4% -26.5% Monitor for 
Potential Sell 

Travelzoo TZOO 08/09/11 33.06 0.00 23.29 4% -29.6% Monitor for 
Potential Sell 

Jiayuan.com International DATE 11/16/11 8.85 0.00 5.48 3% -38.1% Monitor for 
Potential Buy 

Cash (Money Market Securities)           33%     

Comparative Returns         2010* 2011 YTD 
Since 

Inception 
The Frazier Speculative Portfolio         10.9% 15.3% 8.8% 39.2% 
S&P 500 Index         6.7% 2.1% 12.3% 22.3% 

* Year 2010 performance results are for the period from the inception of the Speculative Portfolio on October 29, 2010 to December 31, 2010. 

** Added to the following securities on 11/22/11: ENTR, SODA, F, LPSN, DATE, and TZOO. Added to AWAY on 11/16/11. Added 
to DGZ on 5/26/11, 8/10/11, and 8/11/11. 

Our Speculative Portfolio is structured for persons who are seeking to profit from short-term developments in the financial 
markets. While the goal of that portfolio is to substantially outperform broadly diversified investment portfolios over complete 
market cycles, we urge only those persons who already have a core investment portfolio to follow our Speculative Portfolio 
recommendations. 
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As you can ascertain from the information presented in this report, we at Frazier & Mayer Research, LLC 
employ an integrative approach to investing in the financial markets. That’s the reason that we conduct our 
business under the name of IntegrativeInvesting.com. 
 
In addition to regularly reviewing and analyzing global economic developments, we also review geopolitical 
factors and developments that tend to impact both the short- and longer-term direction of security prices. And, 
we monitor the daily trading action in the worldwide financial markets in an effort to determine investors’ 
expectations regarding the near-term direction of stock, bond, commodity, and precious metals prices, and 
their perceptions of economic and geopolitical developments. 
 
While relying, primarily, on fundamental factors and developments to determine which securities we 
recommend, we use both economic and technical indicators to determine the timing of those 
recommendations. 
 
That integrative process has, historically, enabled investors who have followed our founder’s advice to avoid 
the big downturns in the financial markets and to participate in the majority of the upturns. 
 
We are confident that those of you who are now privy to that advice will begin to maximize your investment 
returns and to substantially outperform broadly diversified investment portfolios over complete market cycles. 
 
In addition to our monthly newsletter, we provide our members with weekly videos in which our President and 
Chief Market Strategist, David Frazier, discusses significant economic and geopolitical developments and the 
likely impact of those developments on your investment portfolio. 
 
We also notify our members, via email, of any changes that Frazier makes to our model portfolios, including 
specific details regarding new buy and sell recommendations. 
 
Lastly, we provide quarterly webinars, whereby Frazier discusses his outlook for the worldwide economy and 
the longer-term direction of security prices, and how to properly position your portfolio during different types of 
investment environments. 
 
Thank you for subscribing to our investment newsletter. We look forward to a long and prosperous relationship. 
 
David N. Frazier: President and Chief Market Strategist 
Robert M. Mayer: Vice President and Research Analyst 
 

 

 

The IntegrativeInvesting.com Monthly Newsletter is published by Frazier & Mayer Research, LLC (DBA IntegrativeInvesting.com). This publication is 
intended solely for informational purposes and should not be construed, under any circumstances, by implication or otherwise, as an offer to sell or a 
solicitation to buy, sell or trade in any securities herein named. 
 
The information contained in this report has been obtained and compiled from sources deemed to be reliable; however, we do not guarantee the 
completeness, accuracy, and/or usefulness of that information. That information should be used as references only with your own discretion. The owner, 
publisher, and editors of this report are not responsible for any errors and/or omissions. 
 
The content of this report should not be construed, under any circumstance, as an express or implied promise, guarantee, or implication that you will 
profit from or that any potential investment losses can or will be limited in any manner whatsoever. Any investment or trade recommendation made in this 
report is taken at your own risk for your own account. 
 
Frazier & Mayer Research, LLC does not guarantee, and readers of this report should not assume, that the future performance of our investment and/or 
trade recommendations will equal the past performance of those recommendations. 
 
The publisher of this report and/or its principals, officers, employees, associates, or affiliates may, at any time, invest in and trade the securities covered 
in this report. 
 

Annual Subscription Rate: $129 
 
Published by: Frazier & Mayer Research, LLC 195 Soriano Drive Jupiter, Florida 33458
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